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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As far back as the 18th century, probl ems of a topological nature
were being considered by L. Et1ler and C. F. Gauss. However, the first use
of the term, topology, occured in the title of the book Vorstudien Zur
Topologie by C. f. Listing in 1847. further important work was done by
B. Riemann in 1892, George Cantor in 1892, and H. Poincare in 1895, among
others. Nevertheless, mathematicians think of 1906 as the year in which
general topology got its real start, because during that year three different peop1e, Riesy, Frechet, and Moore struggled with the problem of
defining general spatial structure.
At this point, you should wonder what is topology? Considering the
various experiments conducted in topology there are various definitions of
what topology really means, all somewhat sirniliar. F. Klien views topology
as the study of all properties of a space that are invariant under bicontinuous mappings. W. J. Thron thinks of topology as the mathemati cal discipline concerned with giving precise definitions for the concept of
spatial structure, comparing the various definitions of spatial structure
that have been given, and investigating relations between properties that
can be introduced into topological system. To S. Barr topology is the
study of continuity: beginning with continuity of space, it generalizes,
and then by analogy leads into other kinds of continuity. To simplify the
various meani_ngs of topology, think of it as you would any other branch of
mathematics.

First there is a basic problem. The basic problem of topology
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is to define a general space. And then investigate the relationships among
the topological structures that have been defined by various means.
Topology is di vided into two main branches: general topology and
a_lgebraic topol _ogy, also referred to as point-set topology and combinatorial topol ogy, respectively. Although the distinction between the two
branches lies primarily in the tools thAt are used. General tQpology uses
set-theoretic tools, and al gebraic topology uses ~lgepra, mainly group
theory.
Topology is used in mathematics courses, such as algebra, number
theory, and analysis. Topology is even used in e_ngineering. Mainly in
network theory.
This paper is to serve as a guide and a foundation for an introductory course in point-set topology. This paper will progress in the following manner: Chapter I wil l enl ighten the reader as to what topol ogy
real ly means and where it got its beginni ng . Chapter II wi l l deal with
basic defini tions and properties of topological spaces. Chapter III and
Chapter IV wi ll exhibit the uses of l imits, continuity and compactness in
the proof of one of the basic t opological and analytical theorem, cal led
the Hei ne-Borel theorem.

CHAPTER II
DEFINITIONS WITH EXAMPLES
Topology
Let X be a non-empty set. Let T ~ea collection of open subsets of

X. Tis a topology for X iff the following three axioms are sati sfied:
1)

t and

2)

The union of any number of sets in T belongs to T.

3)

And the intersection of any two sets in T belongs to T.

X belong to T.

Example I
Let t={ l ,2 ,3 }
a) T1 ={~,X,{l},{2,3}}

T2={$,X,{l},{2,3},{1,3} }
T3={$ ,X,{l }',{2}}
T1

is a topology for X since the three axioms above are satisfied .

On the other hand, T2 is not a topology for X, since by axiom three (3)
{2,3}(1{1,3}={3} but {3} does not belong to T.

Also T3 is not a topology

since by axiom two (2)' {l H) {2f={l ,2} but" {1,2} does not belong to 'lj,
As you may have observed,

T 1 , T2 ,

and

T3

are three different col-

lections of subsets of X. All of which will be topologies if the necessary
corrections are made. There are many other topologies also.

In fact,

there are as many topologies of X as there are different combinations of
the subsets of X that satisfy the three previously stated axioms.
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Discrete Topology
Let X be a non-empty set. Let T pea collection of all the subsets
of X. Then T is called the discrete topology for X.
Exampl e I

Let X={a,b,c}
T::.{~ ,X",{a}°,{b}·,{c}',{a ,1:>}',{9- ,c}',{b ,c}}

Indiscrete Topology
Let X be a non-empty set. Let T consist of X and ~ alone . Then T
is called the indiscrete topology for X.
Example I
Let t= {w,x ,y ,z }
r=={~ ,X}

Topological Space
A topo1_
ogi ca1 space is a set X t_ogether with a topo 1ogy 'r on X.

i.e. (X,T),
Base
Let (X,-ir) be a topological space . A collection 13 of open subsets
of Xis a base for T iff every open set GeT is the union of members of
f3,

Exampl e I

Let X~{l ,2,3,4,5}
13='{{l ,2 ,3}°, {3 ,4 }°, { 4 ,5}', {3 }',{4 }}

T={qi ,X', { l ,2 ,3 }', { 3 ,4 }',{4 ,5}', { 3}°, { 4 }°,{1,2 ,3 ,4 }°, { 3 ,4 ,5}}
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Subbase
Let (X,T) be a topological space. Let S~{AnlAiFX,neN}. And let
e~£BIB=;&AncS,neN}. Then Sis a subbase for T iff

e is a base for T.

Alternate definition for subbase:
Let (X,T) be a topological space. A collection of S of open subsets of Xis a subbase for the topol~gy T on X iff finite intersections of
members of S form a base for T.
Example I
Let X~{xlx>o,xefR}
T~{~ ,X,w;, where i,j=o,1,2, •. . andw1=a1<x<aj,a=o,i<j }
S~ { wi Iu>{~- X}
e~{BIB=t{i~; eS,n=l,2, .•. }
Local Base
Let p be any arbitrary point in a topol_ogical space (X,T). A collection BP of open sets containing pis called a local base at p iff ¥open set G containing p,¾psptpeGPCG.
Open Set
A set Xis open iff all of the points in X are interior points.
Closed Set
If (X,T) is a topological space and ACX, then A is closed in X iff

X-A, (c(A)) is open in X.
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Closure of A
If (X~T). is a topological space and ACX, then the closure of A,
denoted by

A,

is the intersection of all c1osed sets in X containing A.

Deriyed Set
A

derived, denoted by A', is the set of a11 limit points of A.

Ex~mp1e I
X~{a,b}
i ={cp ,x',{a} }

ae:{ a}'
U/'H a},X}
be:{ a}' ={ b}
Ub={X}

Closure of A
For every ACX, the closure of A, denoted A=A A', i.e. A with all
of its limit points is A closure.
F Continuous at x0
Let (X,T)~(Y,U) and x0 e:X, then f is continuous at x0 iff given any
set V~f (x0 )E:Ve:U,f A set 11~x0 e:11 e:T and f( v ) c. V.
Limit of a Sequence
The sequence' {An: ne:N} conve_rges to a, denoted by (An)-+a, if every
open set containing a, contains all but a finite number of the terms of
the sequence.
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Limit Point
If (X,T) is a topological space, AcX and xeX, then xis a limit
point of A iff every open set V about x contains some point of A different from x.
Homeomorphism
A

1

function h:(X,T)+(Y,U) is a homeomorphism iff both hand h- are

one-to-one and continuous'functions.
Compact
A

set Xis compact iff every open cover of X admits a finite sub-

cover of X.

CHAPTER III
PRELIMINARY THEOREMS
Theorem I
Let X be & set and let ~ be a collection of subsets of X. Then there
exist a topology T for x;s is a base for T iff:
1)

-½<eX,iBe:~xeB

2)

given B1 ,B2 e8 and xeB/l B2 ,3-Bes+xeBC Bi(\ 82

Proof
Let X={a,b,c,d,e}
s='{ {a ,b }°,{b ,cf ,{b}',{ C ,d ,e}°,{C}}
T={cp ,X",{a ,b ,c, }',{b ,c ,d ,e}',{b ,c}',{a,b}°,{b}',{cl',{c ,d ,e l}
1. Suppose 8 is a base for T. Then we must show that the collection
T consisting of the empty set and those sets that are union of
sets in 8 is a topology for X.

To show this we must show that

the three axioms for a topology are satisfied.
2.

Since 8 is a base, X is the union of all sets in s . i .e·.{a,b }
lJ{b,c}\,){b}t){c,d,e}U{c}={a,b,c,d,e}=XeT .

3.

(a)

If Ui,U 2 eT and XeU/\U 2 ,tB 1 ,B 2e8tXeB1c..U 1 and XeBf:... u2 •

i.e.'{a~b,c} and{b,c,d,e}eT and bs:{a,b,C }(\ {b,c,d,e},-tfa,b},
. {b,c}ef3~bda,b} C{a,b,c} and b-e{b ,c}C..{ b,c,d,e}
(b) Since 8 is a base iB 3 e8 with xeB3c..B 1 nB 2 C.U/\U 2 • Thus
U1/1U 2 is the union of sets in 8 so U1(\ U2 e:T.

i.e. · {b}e8 with

bs:{b} C. {a, ,bl r\{b ,c} C {a ,b ,c} (l {b ,c ,d ,el . Thus {a ,b ,c}fl {b ,c ,d ,e}
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is the union of sets in f3 and {a,b,c}/1 {b,c,d,e}={b,c} and {b,c}e:T ,
so U1/l U2e:T .
If U is a subcollection of

4.

Since f3 is

T

and xe: l/U, then xe: LJ for some \le:U.

a base, l8e:f3 with xeBC. U. Thus xeBC..\J U and so\J Ue:T .

i.e . If U={{a,b,cl,{b,c,d,e},{b,c} and de: uU, then de:{ b,c,d,e}
e:U.

Since f3 is a base, 3-{c,d,e}e:B with de:{c,d,e}C {b,c,d,e}.

Thus dE{ c,d,e} C {a,b,c,d,e}= VU, and so VUe:T .
5. ,', T is a topol ogy for X.

6.

Now assume T is a topology for X.

We must show that f3 is a base

for T.
7.

If xe:X, then since Xe:T ,3-Be:~xe:BCX.

i.e. c e:X, then t{b,c}e:i»-c

·e{b,c}C {a,b,c,d,e}=X.
8.

If B1,B2e:f3 and Xe:81 /1 82, then B1,B2e:T .
with xe:B3C B1tl 82 •

So B11'1 B2e:T , thus j"83e:f3

i.e. · {a,b},{b,c}e:f3 and be:{ a,b }f'l {b,c} , then

{a,b}, {b,ch:T , so 11,b}r'J {b,c}e:T . Thus -}(b}e:f3 with be:{ b}c {a,b}

iHb ,c}
9.

,1, e is

a base for T.

Theorem II
Any class S of subsets of a non-empty set Xis a subbase for a
unique topology T on X.
Proof
X={a,b,c,d }
S={{a,b},{b,c}~{G}}
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e·={X,{a,b} ,{ b,c} ,{d} ,{b}}
T={$ ,X,{ a,b}°,{ b,c} ,{ d}°,{ b}°,{a,b,c} ,{ a,b,d} ,{b,c,d} ,{ b,d}}

1. We must show that the finite intersections of members of S fonn
a base for T.
i)
ii)
i.e.

i.e.

x=-1J { sIBe: e }
B1 ,B2e:e ' and xe: Bi(l B2 ' then j'83e:l3txe: B3C

si<1 82 ,

We must show that

l/( BIBe:e} ={ a ,b} V {b ,c}ll {d}\J { b} d X={ a ,b ,c ,d}=X. Thus condition
( i) holds.
2.

Furthennore {a,b}°,{b,c}e:e , then {a,b} and {b,c} are finite intersections of members of S.

3.

Hence {a,b}/'\{b,c}={b} i s also a finite intersection of members
of S, and· {b}e:e.

4. Therefore e is a base for the topology T on X for which Sis a
subbase .
Theorem III
If (X,T) is a topological space, and AQ, then xe:A iff every open

set about x contains some point of

A. i.e. A subset A of a topo l ogical

space Xis closed iff A contains each of its li mit points (A'~A).
Proof

l. Suppose A is closed and suppose pfA.
2.

Then pe:C{A).

3.

But C(A) is open.
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4. Hence ptA' for C(A) is opentpeC(A) and C(A) n A=~ .
5. Thus A1C A if A is closecl.
6.

Now assume A'c_ A; we must show that C(A) is open.

7. Let peC(A), then PfA'.

t

an open set 0-~pe ~ and· { 6) \ { p}} ,1 A=4> .

8.

Hence

9.

But pi A; hence

&n A;,.{9-,{p}}O A;:;~.

10.

Thus 9c C(A)

11 .

Thus pis an interior point of C(A).

12. ,', C(A) is open.

THEOREM IV
If A4B then AC. B.
Proof

1.

By hypothesis A<:: B• A'C. B'.

2.

Therefore A''-' A(: BI v B.

3.

By definition of A, A=A' U A.

4 • •\ AC B.

THEOREM V
Al/B=A\J B
Proof
By definition of A, AV B=(A VB)' V (A u B)
::;(A'U 8 1 )V(AU B)

=(A'\JA)\.J (B' l} B)
= Av B.
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Theorem VI
Afl 8.J All B

Proof
1.

Since At1 BC A and A/'I BC B

2. Then A'1 BC. A'l B

3. , . Ans:::> Ans .
Theorem VII

xe:A i ff

¥-fJ e:Ux,

tJ ftAfit,

Proof
Case I

1. Suppose xe:A, then xe:A or xe:A'
2.

If xe:A.,.xe: ullA¥-Ve:Ux.

3.

If xe:A', then lJ- Ve:Ux' \.) contains a point of A other than x.

4. ,. •

un At<P .

Case I I
Suppose ¥-Ve:Ux

6.

Then ±Ye: U/\A-)y=x or yfr-.

7.

If y=x, Ye: U(lA~xd}/lA-,xe:A.

8.

If xtA or xe:A1 ,x4;t-{Jx.

9.

Then ±Ye V /\A~ yt/. ~ xe:A'.

Theorem VI II

A=A

Un A~

5.

,
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Proof
Case I
1. Since AC.A, then ACA.

Case II
2. To show 7tC.A, we must show At. A.
3. By definition A=Al./ A1

a.

Suppose -3-xsA'1xfA.

5. Si nee xtA ,-3-1/ sUx~(/fl A=ct>
6. -3-lTE{t~X€tT e:

lJ

7. .' . n- f1 A=cf>
8. ¥- neighborhood V of x contains a pointy of A other than x.
Si nce xsA and 9 sUx lflA'~

9.

10. ,'• yeA '

11 . But since ~ i=;UY, <ai s then a neighborhood of ~&nA=cp
12. Contradiction!!
13.

ysA', therefore x could not exist

14.

Hence A•t:. A

1

15. That is to say Jr: CA
I

-

-

16. , , Jf:=A.

Theorem IX
If f:(X,T)+(Y,U), then the following four conditions are equivalent.
i)

ii)

f is continuous
1

If Vis an open set in Y,. then f- (V) is an open set in X.
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i ii) If C i s a closed set in Y, then f- l (C) is a closed set in X.
1v) If Aex, then f(A)c fW

Proof
i ➔i1

l. Suppose f is continuous, then if Vis an open set in Y,
1

f- (V) is an open set in X.
2.

1

1

Let xe:f- (v) where f - (X)~{xlxe:X , f(x) e:V} , then f(x)~f

(r 1 (V) ~f (x) e:V.
3.

Since Vis an open set in Y, Ve:Vf(x).

4.

Hence, by definition,

5.

f(x)Ef t,)c. V~

ta set V rxeVeT, And f(~C.X.
1

1

1

1

f- (f(x) )e:f- (f(U) ):: r- (V) ~ xe: UCf- (V)

1

::}Ue:Ux=f- (V)
1

6. Therefore f- (V) is open in X.

i i~i i i

l. V i s an open set in Y,~ f-l(V) is an open set in X.
2.

1

Must show that every cl osed set CCY ,f- (c) is a cl osed set

i n X.
3.

Let C=Y-V

4.

But f- (V) is open

5.

f- (C)=f- (Y-V)

6.

But f- (Y-Y)=X-f- (V) whi ch is closed

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7. X-f- (V)=f- (c)
1

8. Therefore f - (c) is closed.
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i.~iv
1. Suppose f is continuous and AC X and let B=f(A)
2.

Let B= (l [c:c :> B, c(c)E:U]

3.

rl (B) = ('\ [ f J

4.

Now f- (C) is a closed set and contains f- (B) .:> A.

5.

Thus f- (8).:>A.

6.

Hence f(A)C,f(r (B) )C B=f(AT

( C)]

1

1

1

1

l. Suppose AC..X, f(A) c fiAT
1

2. Let C be a closed set in (Y,U), and let D=f- (C) .
3.

f (D) C. f(i5TC C=C

4.

Since D=f- (C)-=9 DC. D

5.

Hence

1

Q::;0,

Theorem X

1

If (X ,T ) ➔ (Y,U) is continuous and (x;) ~ x in X, then (f(x )) ➔ f(x) in Y.

Proof
1. Suppose f is continuous and (xi) ~ x.
2. Since f is continuous, Let V be an open set in Y containing f(x).
1

3. Then f- (V) is an open set in X containing x.
1

4. Hence -3: an integer N-, X; e:f- (V) whenever n>N.
5. Moreover, f(x;) e:V whenever n>N.
6. Thus V- open set V of f(x) tan integer N7f(x 1)e:V whenever n~N.
7. Therefore (f(x 1 ))➔f(x).
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Theorem XI
If

f:(X1 ,Ti) ➔{~,T2 )

and

g:(X2 ,T 2 ) ➔ (X3 ,T3 }

are continuous, so also

is 9of(X1 ,T1 )~(X3 ,T3 ).
Proof

l. Let V be an open set containing gof(a)=g(f(a}).
1

1

1

2.

Must show (gof)- (V)~f- (g- (V)) contains a.

3.

Since

g

1

is continuous g- (V) is an open set containing f(a).

4. Moreover, f is continuous, so

1

f- (g-

1

(V)) is an open set contain-

; ng a.

5. Therefore, gof:(X 1 ,T 1 }➔ (X 3 ,T 3 } is continuous.

Theorem XII
h:(X,T)~(Y,U) is l-l and onto, the following four conditions are
equivalent:
i}

his a homeomorphism.

ii) his open and continuous.
iii) his closed and continuous.
iv)

h(A)=h{AT whenever AC... X.

Proof
i 4ii
1.

_1

Suppose his a homeomorphism, then hand h

are one-to-one and

continuous .
2.

1

Since his continuous, assume Vis an open set in Y, then h- (V)
is open in X.
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l

_1

, I

3. Since h- (V ) i s open in X, l et h (V)= v
l

4. Applying h to both sictes h(h- (V).:h(We:: V-open
5. Therefore, h i s open and continuous since his a homeomorphism.

i i-=I> ii i
1.

Suppose h i s open ancl continuous

2.

Let V be open in Y

3.

By definiti on Y-V is cl osed in Y
_l

4. Since his one-to-one and onto, h (Y-V) is closed in X.
5. Since h_l (Y-V ) is closed in X, l et h- 1 ( Y-V)=h(X-V)
6.

But h(X- V)=Y-h(V) which i s cl osed.

7.

Since Y-h(V) is closed in Y, h- (Y-h(V))=(X- V) which i s closed

l

i n X.
8. Therefore, his continuous and closed.
i ii ~i v
l.

Must show h1Arch(A)

2.

Let h{7lJ=V

3.

Since h is one- to-one and onto h-\V)<::. A.c::'A=Jh(h- \V) ~ h(A)
~ h(A) 4 VC. h(A)

4. But V=h{AT9 h1]iJ<..h(A)

CHAPTER IV
MAIN THEOREM

Theorem I

Hi ~~{In:n£N} is a sequence of monotone decreasing closed intervals.
C1 :QNinN •
Proof
\1-neN, let In=[an,bn] where anS-bn
2. Since' {In:n£N} is monotone decreasing VneN ,ans._an+l and b~n+l ·
1.

3. Define A={an :[an ,bn]eI for some bn}
4.

Since ¥neN, an::.bn<b1,

5. A is a non-empty subset of R, bounded above by b1 and hence has
a supremum.
6. Clearly every meN held fixed an-S-an+~bn~bn for any neN .
7. Hence ¥meN ,brn is an upper bound for A.
8. Let x be the l .u.b. of A, we have \1-neN ,an-<X<b
-n
9. Consequently xein for each neN
10.

Hence xe1'1 In=ll I

Theorem II
H1:I is any finite closed interval in R.
C1 :I is compact.
Proof
1. Let I 1=[a,b] be any arbitrary finite closed interval, -<X)a~b<+w.

2.

If a=b, I is a single point set, and is obviously compact.
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3. W.L.O.G. Suppose a<b, and I is not compact, then-}- an open cover e
for I ~ Chas no finite subcover.
4. Subdivide the interval [a,b]
5. At least one of the intervals, [a,s:b] and [a~b ,b] cannot be
covered by a finite subco11ection of

e,

namely 12 •

6. Call I 2={a 2 ,b 2 ], again 12 cannot be covered by a finite subcollection of C, narnely 1 3 •
7. Proceeding in this manner, we obtain a sequence {In:ne:N} of monotone decreasing closed intervals each of which cannot be covered
by a finite subcollection of~.
8. Moreover ¥ne:N, the length of I =b-a and Lim,b-a=O.
n 2n
n-+<xi 2n
9. By theorem I, -¾ e:ne:Nin
1O. Since t! covers I 1 and xd i,ltre:C ~ xe:U.
11. Since U is open h >o ~ the open interval (x- e: ,x+E:) cu
12.
13.

15. Thus x- e:<am<bm<x+e:
16. It follows that (x- e: ,x+e:).:) [a 0 ,bn]=In and so U:,Im
17. Therefore, Im is covered by a finite number (one set U) of subsets
in C.

Contradicting that Im cannot be covered .

18. Hence I is compact.
Theorem III Heine-Borel for R'
This theorem shall be stated and proven in two parts as lemmas, in
the following manner:
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Lermia I
Any closed and bounded set of R is compact.

1.

Let C: be any arbitrary open cover for the closed and bounded
set ACR.

We need to show tha,t <; has a finite subcover.

2.

Since A is bounded, -3- closed intervals 10 ~ AcR

3.

Since A is closed C(A) is open, also UC:>A and C(A):::>(I 0 -A)

4.

It follows that (U c!)UC(A).:JAU(I 0 -A)::;I 0

5. Thus C ufC(A)J is an open cover of I 0 •
6.

Applying theorem II, 10 is compact.

7. Therefore, ~ Ufc (A)} has a finite subcover D.
8.

D-{C(A)} is then a finite subcover of ~ for the set A.

9.

Hence A is compact.

Lerrma II (Converse of lenma I)
Any compact subset of R is closed and bounded.
Proof
1.

Let A be any arbitrary compact subset of R.

2.

Must show that A is bounded and A is closed.

3.

To show that A is bounded, ¥neN, let Un=(-n,n).
is

4.

an

open cover for the set

Then· {Un:neN}

A.

Since A is compact, ~ has a finite subcover.

5. -3-k>O ➔ n1<n 2 <n 3 < •.. <nk~{Unj:j=l,2, •.• ,k} is a finite subcover oft.
6.

We have ACJ=~'iUnj=(-n 1 ,nk)~A is bounded.
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7. To show that A is closed, we must show that
8.

pbe:A'~ biA,

Suppose be:A' and b~A
l

l

-Yne:N define On={-,b 0 )U(+n,oo)
10. We see that On is open for each ne:N.
9.

11. Moreover ~NOn=R'-{b} :>A.

12. Thus· {On:ne:N}=
13.

<: is an open cover for A.

Since A is compact ,3-integers n1 <n2 <.. ,<Nk ➔ {Onfj=l,2, .. . ,k}
is a finite subcover for the set A.

14. By definition of on, if O<i <j, then b - ~ ~ 4 , so Oj">Oi
15.

,~.

1

l

It follows that A~j'?iOnj=Onk=(-oo ,b-nk)U(b~,oo)

16. Therefore, the neighborhood (b- ~k,b+~k) of b cont ains no point of

A at all. Contradicting, beA'
17. Therefore, a subset of R is compact iff it is closed and bounded.
THEOREMS IN R2
Theorem I
H1 :I={In:ne:N} is a sequence of monotone decreasing closed squares.
2

c1 : nrn~·
Proof
2

1 • .lfne:N , let In=[an,bn]X[an,bn] where (a 0 ,a0 )~(bn,bn)

2. Since {ln:ne:N} 1s monotone decreasing lfne:N,(an,anh_(an+l ,an+i>
2

2

2

2

and (bn,bnh_(bn+, ,bn+, )1 1::> 12 :> 13-:) •• • :)In
3.

Define A={(an,an):[an,bn]X[a 0 ,bn] e:I for some (bn,bn) }
Define B•{(bn,bn} :[an,bn]X[an,bn] e:I for some (an,a 0 ) }
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4. Since ~neN (an,an)s_(bn,bn)<(b, ,b,), A is a non-empty subset of R2
bounded above by (b 1 ,p1 ) and hence has a suprernum.
5. Clearly every meN held fixed (an,an)::._(an+m'an+m>~(bn+m'bn+rn)S..
(bn,bn)¥neN
6. Hence \!frJeN(brn,bm) is an upper bound for A
7. Let (x,x) be the 1.u. b. of A, we have ¥neN , (~n,an)s._(x,x)::._
(bn,bn)
2

8. Consequently (x,x) eI ¥neN
~

0

2

9. Hence (x,x) e~I 0 = I.
Theorem II Heine-Borel in R2
H:S is a closed and bounded subset of R2
C:S is compact.
Proof
2

1. Let I =[a,b]X[a,b] be any arbitrary f.inite closed interval.
2.

~

,

If a=b we are done , since I ={a,a}={b,b}, and since finite sets
are compact.

2 •

I 1s compact.
2

3. Suppose a<b and I is not compact.
2

4. Let (g be an open cover for 1 and assume that ~ has no finite
subcover.
2

5. Subdivide the square I into four congruent squares.
6. Then at least one of the squares [a,atbJX[a,aib], [~,b]X[~,ai b]
[a,a!b]X[~,b] and [~,b]X[~,b] cannot be covered by an subcollection of (!.
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2

7. Call one such square ·r 2 •
2

8.

Subdivide the square 12 into four congruent squares .

9.

Then at least one of these squares cannot be covered by a finite
subco 11 ecti on of C .
2

10.

Call one such square 13 •

11.

Continue the subdivision process described above

12.

We get a. nested sequence of closed squares 11::::, I 2 ::>I 3:::> ••• :>In 7
2
area of I~=~~~~~ ➔ o as n~ co.

2

13. Now by theorem I we ha.ve

,a 1~~{x
1

14. Let ·B be a neighborhood of x

0

0

},

2

2

2

where x0 =(x~x).

•

15. Since x0 is a limit point of the col1ection T~{I~:neN}, then every
2

neighborhood of x0 contains infinitely many points of I .
2

16.

So in particular B contains infinitely many points in I .

17.

Since

2

A(In) ➔ O

as

n ➔ co ,

then for n sufficiently large a11 but a
2

finite number of the squares In gets inside B(x0 ,r)
18.

In particul ar } N~ INCB(x 0 ,r)

19.

Now if B(x0 ,r)el: , this is a contradiction, since we assumed that
2

no In could be covered by a finite number of elements from

e.

2

20.

But B(x0 ,r) e <! since I 0 is a closed set ¥neN

21.

Hence x0 enQ1 Inc 11

00

2

22. Therefore we know JB(x0 ,r) from (!? x0 eB(x0 ,r)
2

23. Therefore one element from~ covers In for all but finitely many
neN.
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